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1  Introduction
Smart spaces or smart environments are living or work

areas where computer technology is integrated into the build-
ing infrastructure. Typically, the goal is to ease interaction
with the computer system or to make work processes more
efficient. Smart spaces are inherently distributed systems
with many heterogeneous computing nodes. State-of-the-
art applications are based on service-oriented architectures
(SOA). While it is common knowledge how to engineer
single application services, the problem of how to efficiently
coordinate services and how to make service bundles "smart"
is largely unresolved.

In this article we focus on the context-based coordina-
tion of services on the infrastructure side. To do so, we de-
scribe a middleware layer containing a set of services use-
ful for any smart space application. It supports the three
important areas of communication, context, and coordina-
tion.

Communication: A smart space contains a multitude
of heterogeneous devices. The integration of all these sys-
tems is always achieved at the software level. Thus, at a
basic level, a distributed runtime system is the glue that binds
together all the software services running on different plat-
forms, operating systems, or programming languages. In
addition, it must support spontaneous networking with de-
vices brought into the environment by users.

Context: In smart spaces, interactions no longer occur
in one place - they take place at changing locations or in a
freely moving context. For that reason, the location of peo-
ple and objects in the space play an important role. Loca-
tions of stationary objects can be modelled in a world model,
while locations of mobile objects can be determined with
sensors. Beside location context, various other sensors (tilt,
acceleration, or weight sensors, microphones, etc.) or serv-
ices (calendars, schedules, room reservation system, etc.)
can provide valuable information about users and their tasks.
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The raw data obtained from sensors must be processed and
transformed into context information that is useful for ap-
plications.

Coordination: After programming application function-
ality in a set of services, the logic of the overall application
must either be programmed in some programming language
or designed with suitable tools in a model-based approach.
In this area, Rapid Application Development (RAD) tools
are highly beneficial. Firstly, they allow applications to be
prototyped rapidly, which is important in ubiquitous com-
puting research. Secondly, technicians or end-users with-
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out programming skills are able to customize high-level
application functionality.

This article describes the Mundo Smart Environments
system. The work is part of the Mundo project [1] which is
concerned with general models and architectures for ubiq-
uitous computing. We present a software architecture for
smart environments, the necessary core services, and de-
velopment tools which provide solutions for the three areas
described. We then describe a software development proc-
ess for smart space applications and show how our tools are
used in this process.

Our article is structured as follows. In Section 2 we give
an overview of our Mundo Smart Environments software
architecture. Based on this platform, applications are de-
veloped according to the process described in Section 3.
We show how our tools are used to support certain tasks in
this process. The application example in Section 4 demon-
strates the application of this process. Related work is de-
scribed in Section 5 and we finally conclude the article in
Section 6.

2  Smart Environments Platform
The overall structure of our smart environment applica-

tions is based on a service-oriented architecture as shown
in Figure 1. The communication middleware MundoCore
[2] provides the common software basis and enables com-
munication between the computers in the distributed sys-
tem. Classical distributed systems middleware supports as-
pects such as naming, remote procedure calls, and distrib-
uted object computing. In ubiquitous computing, there are
several new kinds of services that are required by almost
any application. It is therefore useful to move this function-
ality into the middleware layer. Common services for smart
environments include location tracking, context processing,
service discovery, and workflow support. The middleware
and its services will be explained in greater depth in the
following sections.

2.1  MundoCore
MundoCore is the lowest middleware layer of our smart

environments platform. It is responsible for all communi-
cation-related aspects and was specifically designed for the
needs of services in the higher layers. The original aim of
distributed object computing middleware was to enable the
cooperation of objects that are independent of devices, op-
erating systems, and programming languages. Over time,
personal computer and server platforms became more pow-
erful and had no problems running large, monolithic, and
not well-optimized middleware software. Ubiquitous com-
puting introduces a wide spectrum of new computing plat-
forms, vastly different in terms of size, mobility and usabil-
ity. The lower end of this spectrum is marked by computers
embedded into everyday objects and small sensor nodes that
often have only very limited processing capabilities.

MundoCore is based on a microkernel design, supports
dynamic reconfiguration, and provides a common set of
APIs for different programming languages (Java, C++, Py-
thon) on a wide range of different devices. With its small
footprint it can also be run on many embedded systems.
The advantage of C++ is that it is easy to access hardware,
low-level operating system APIs, and program efficient
audio and video processing services. MundoCore C++ is
therefore primarily used for low-level services and for serv-
ices where performance is critical. Most higher-level serv-
ices are programmed in Java, because of the higher produc-
tivity. The various versions of MundoCore are compatible
at protocol level.

MundoCore’s internal architecture addresses the need
for different transport and invocation protocols, automatic
peer discovery, peer-to-peer overlays, different communi-
cation abstractions, and proper language bindings. An ef-
fective API must provide programmers with functions that
are appropriate to their specific application scenarios. Dis-
tributed object computing is a widely accepted and easy-to-
use programming model. In context-aware and other infor-
mation-driven systems, publish/subscribe is a better abstrac-
tion for distributing events because it supports multicasting
and decouples data producers from data consumers. Hav-
ing the right abstractions provided by middleware leads to
lower application development time and a reduction in the

Figure 1:  Mundo Smart Environments Software Architecture.
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size of application code.
In addition to events, remote method calls can also be

implemented based on the publish/subscribe system. In this
way, services are decoupled from one another and gain ac-
cess and execution transparency. When a client sends re-
quests to a service, the publish/subscribe abstraction pro-
vides a functionality similar to a simple naming service.
Because services subscribe their interfaces at the place of
execution, services can be started anywhere in the system.
This allows us to define the places of execution of services
at deployment time in a flexible way or to migrate services
at runtime dynamically.

2.2  Context Server
The Mundo Context Server [3] is responsible for trans-

forming readings gathered from sensors into information
that is meaningful to applications. The context server pro-
vides the following functionality:

Interpreting data received from sensors and trans-
forming this data into a common representation.

Maintaining a geometric world model of the smart en-
vironment and supporting geometric operations and queries.

Inferring "higher-level" context from "lower-level"
context.

Notifying applications when certain context proper-
ties change.

Storing histories of sensed and inferred context and
supporting queries in those histories.

The server is based on the notion of widgets to process
context information. The data produced by sensors is now very
heterogeneous. First, the server transforms the gathered data
into a small number of common data representations. For ex-
ample, the different data formats and events from RFID read-
ers, transponder readers, or infrared badge systems are trans-
formed into a common ID data type and a set of common reader
events. Similarly, positions and orientations from 3D tracking
systems are transformed into a common coordinate system.
Up to this point, the IDs stand for tags, transponders, or badges.
The next step is to map these IDs to the IDs of persons or
objects carrying those tags.

To derive higher-level context information, the context
server uses modelled context, i.e., a detailed geometric (2D
or 3D) world model. A world model is the virtual counter-
part of the real environment targeted by the application and

is basically a detailed geometric model containing walls,
furniture, and other objects. The model is augmented with a
metadata layer describing objects and regions of interest.
With the help of this modelled context, the server is now
able to infer higher-level context information from location
systems that provide 3D coordinates and orientations, such
as which room a user is in, which objects are near the user,
or which object the user is currently looking at. Conse-
quently, the information delivered to applications is already
abstracted from the underlying sensors and describe changes
in higher-level context.

For example, consider the widget configuration shown
in Figure 2. It is used to derive certain relations between
users and objects based on three different location tracking
systems: the Mundo badge system, an IR optical tracking
system, and the Ubisense tracking system. The badge sys-
tem directly provides symbolic location information. Thus,
only a mapping from system-specific badge and room IDs
to global IDs is necessary.

Data from the 3D tracking systems must also be inter-
preted using the world model. All derived relations are writ-
ten into a tuple space. With the widget configuration shown
in Figure 2, the situation in Figure 4, and given that users
can be tracked by at least one of the three location systems,
the context server would derive the relations for room A112
shown in Table 1.

Applications can query the tuplespace or subscribe to
changes. A query operation returns all relations matching a
specified pattern. When an application subscribes to the
tuplespace, it will be notified each time a new or updated
tuple matching the specified pattern is written to the space.

There are two major reasons why context processing is
implemented as part of the middleware, separate from ap-
plications. Firstly, this service is required by many ubiqui-
tous computing applications and if it is part of a common
middleware it can be easily reused. Secondly, context
processing is a long-running task and may need to record
information over a long time.

Applications may run only for a short time but may need
to access context information from the past, collected over
a long period of time. Accessing information from the past
requires this information to have been recorded beforehand.
Consequently, the context server must also be configured
so that it records all the information that will be needed
later.

Figure 2:  Context Server Widget Configuration for Locating Users.
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3  Development Process
Figure 3 shows the different phases of the software de-

velopment process. It is based on the waterfall model and
has been refined for certain tasks. In many phases existing
tools are sufficient, e.g., an IDE for Java programming, or
JUnit to perform unit tests. For several other phases we in-
troduce additional tools to support the development proc-
ess. In the following section we describe how these tools
support the different phases of software development.

3.1  Analysis Phase
In the analysis phase, it is first necessary to identify

which context information the application can benefit from.
Because the use of context information is highly applica-
tion-specific, it is hard or impossible to create a universal
context model which covers every possible requirement.
Instead, our aim is to define processes describing how to
select sensors, configure processing, and how to make this
context information accessible to applications.

On the basis of information requirements, the necessary
sensors can be selected. Especially for location tracking
systems, the required resolution and accuracy plays a ma-
jor role in this selection process.

Next, the interface to the application is defined. This
includes message format and the kinds of subscriptions and
queries needed by the application.

Finally, the context server is configured such that it trans-
forms the raw sensor readings into what the application
needs. Because context information will only be available
for later retrieval when it is recorded in time, database
widgets must be configured accordingly. It must be decided
which information has to be stored and for how long.

3.2  Design Phase
WorldView is a versatile tool with functions to support

the modelling, implementation, and testing phases. In the

modelling phase, WorldView is used to create a spatial model
of the smart space. It supports 2D models as well as de-
tailed geometric 3D models. In the map window, the appli-
cation shows the floor layout and provides an overview of
the available resources and their locations. Resources in-
clude tags and sensors of different location systems, wall
displays, and smart doorplates.

WorldView provides an easy way to define "regions of
interest". These are regions of arbitrary shape which can be
annotated with metadata. Regions can be uploaded to the
context server as part of the world model and accessed by
context widgets in order to derive higher-level context.
Location-aware applications can then specify subscriptions
based on semantic location instead of having to work with
coordinates of the underlying location tracking system. In
this way, WorldView provides a simple way to define the
regions of interest that should trigger spatial events.

3.3  Implementation Phase
A lot of research into ubiquitous computing is being

conducted around possible application scenarios that can
be put to daily use. Many of these scenarios are quite sim-
ple and straightforward to implement. However, many of
these applications never come to fruition, because the whole
process from development to deployment is still very com-
plex. To write a new application, the developer typically
has to start his or her IDE, install all required libraries, write
and test code and then deploy the application on a server.
For that reason, we wanted to make this development proc-
ess as quick and easy as possible. One aim was to enable a
wide variety of people with some basic technical back-
ground, but not necessarily with knowledge of a program-
ming language, to create and customize applications. Sim-
ple-structured applications can be directly developed with
the tools provided, while more complex applications can
be prototyped.

The SYstem for Easy Context Aware Application Devel-
opment (SYECAAD) [4] facilitates the rapid development
of context-aware applications. Simple applications can be
completely developed with this tool and more complex sys-
tems can be prototyped. Applications are built using a
graphic-oriented block model. The basic building blocks
are called functional units. Functional units have input and
output pins and are interconnected to form functional as-
semblies.

Functional units come in three different flavours: sen-

Table 1: User Relations for Room 112 as Derived by the
Context Server.

Figure 3:  Tool Support for the Different Phases of Software Development.

User:Erwin in Room:A112 
User:Erwin near Device:PolyvisionBoard 
User:Andreas in Room:A112 
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sors, operations, and actors. A sensor unit either receives
data directly from a sensor or pre-processed data from the
context server. Operations perform logical or arithmetic
operations, implement dictionaries, render HTML pages,
etc. On the output side, actors can control the smart envi-
ronment or send feedback to users by publishing MundoCore
events or by invoking methods on arbitrary remote serv-
ices. This way, an application can, say, control smart power
plugs, control data projectors, send emails, send SMS to
mobile phones, send instant messenger messages, or dis-
play information on electronic doorplates.

Functional assemblies are a modularization concept.
Assembles can be installed, removed, restarted, and edited
independently. In practice, the logic for each room in a build-
ing would be modelled in a separate assembly. A special
feature of SYECAAD is that it can compute the output states
of functional units based both on an event-based and a state-
based model. Each time the value of a sensor changes, all
operations depending on this value must re-evaluate their
state. In an event-based model, changes are propagated as
messages throughout the system. However, when a func-
tional unit is started, output values are not available until
all inputs have propagated change messages. This is very
impractical during system development. In a state-based
model, the state of all units is evaluated at a fixed interval.
This approach is not efficient, but all output states are avail-
able immediately. The hybrid model used in SYECAAD
permits an efficient execution and still allows changes to be
made in the running system almost without losing state.

SYECAAD uses a client/server architecture. The server
hosts the applications. Clients connect to the server and al-
low running applications to be controlled, edited, and tested.
The Application Logic Editor in WorldView is such a client
to edit applications (Figure 4). This system significantly
simplifies application development. It is no longer neces-
sary to set up a development environment, because all the
application logic is centrally stored on the application server.
The development environment is a client application that
connects to this server. In this way, an application can be
loaded from the server, displayed, edited, and deployed with
the click of a button.

If the standard sensor, operation, and actor blocks are
not sufficient, the system can be extended by programming
new blocks in Java. A plug-in for the Eclipse IDE supports
the programmer with code templates and help documents.

3.4  Testing Phase
Implementations of abstract data types and smaller units

of frameworks can be successfully tested with unit tests.
However, to verify the correct behaviour of a distributed
system, it is also essential to run integration tests across
multiple computers.

To conduct such tests, we have implemented a Distrib-
uted Script Interpreter. Script server processes are started
on multiple hosts in the network. The script servers and the
master script interpreter are based on MundoCore for com-
munication. This allows them to automatically discover each
other on startup. To run a test, the name of an XML script
file is passed to the master interpreter. The master inter-
preter then distributes the subtasks to the server processes
in the network and finally collects all test results.

The MundoCore Inspect tool is a low-level tool that di-
rectly builds on the communication middleware. It can con-
nect to an arbitrary remote node and manage the hosted serv-
ices. The program makes it possible to view the routing ta-
bles, list the import and export tables of message brokers,
monitor the messages sent over a channel, view service in-
terfaces, dynamically call remote methods with a generic
client, view service configuration information, and
reconfigure services.

With VR-Tests it is possible to test applications from the
desktop. WorldView can be used to simulate certain track-
ing systems. In this case, the user can move around the sym-
bols on the map and WorldView generates the same kind of
events the actual tracking system would. This significantly
reduces application development times because users do not
have to get up from their workplace and move physical
objects around every time they want to test their applica-
tions.

3.5  Deployment and Maintenance
When the results from VR Tests are satisfactory, then

the application can be tested together with the real sensors.
In this phase, the WorldView application can be used to in-
spect the running system by visualizing the events from
certain event sources, like tracking systems. If a tag is physi-
cally moved around, the position of the corresponding sym-
bol in the map view is updated in real-time.

The MundoCore middleware implements heap debug-
ging, system resource tracking, deadlock detection, progress
monitoring, and logging. Some bugs are not discovered until
the system is tested with the real sensors. In this case, de-
tailed logs provide important information for developers to
fix the problem.

4  Application Example
We will describe three simple applications created with

our tools in the following. The configuration for three rooms
is shown in Figure 4.

Office: For the office room A109 we defined that if the
light level is below a certain threshold and there is at least
one person in the room, then the lights are turned on. Alter-
natively it is possible to use the manual light switch. This
application is based on a light sensor and a location track-
ing system as inputs, and LON1 -controllable lamps as out-
puts.

Coffee kitchen: The coffee kitchen A120 configuration
describes that if at least two people stay in the kitchen for
some time, then an instant message is sent to all people in1 Local Operating Network: a bus system for building automation
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offices nearby, inviting them for "socializing". This appli-
cation is based on a location tracking system as input and a
service implementing the Jabber protocol to send instant
messages.

Server room: In our new computer science building the
air conditioning system fails from time to time. The con-
figuration for A116 defines that if the temperature exceeds
27 degrees, then the system administrator is notified by SMS.
When the temperature drops below 25 degrees, another SMS
is sent. This application is based on an SNMP thermometer
as input and a service for sending short messages via an
Internet website.

5  Related Work
Intelligent environments are examined in numerous

projects, such as Gaia [5], Aura [6], Nexus [7] and iWork
[8], and many toolkits and infrastructures have been con-
structed for the purposes of developing and supporting such
applications. These technologies provide novel ideas to
address different design concerns such as the interface [9]
[10] [11], collaboration between heterogeneous devices [12],
and context awareness [13]. Some tools for developing envi-
ronment models are also available from commercially avail-
able LBS products such as Ubisense [14] and Elpas [15], but
their intended audience is different. While Ubisense provides
a C++ interface aimed at developers, the rule-based approach
of Elpas allows end-user development through its rule editor.

The ability of end-user development has been also pur-
sued through various approaches. For instance, CAMP  [16]
provides a simplified natural language using the idea of
"Magnetic Poetry", and Hull describes a system for provid-
ing media landscapes based on environment model and
scripting  [17]. Also, in the context of the Nexus project, a
tool was developed for smart environments programming
based on flow charts  [7]. However, these projects cover
only very specific application and design concerns.

Contrary to the previous examples, our system covers

all phases of the development process with a flexible plat-
form and reusable services and tools. The description of the
process presented in this article is an important contribu-
tion to the standardization of the development of this kind
of applications.

6  Summary
Creating context-aware applications for smart spaces

raises the need for novel platforms and tools to support ap-
plication development. At a basic level, our middleware
MundoCore provides the necessary integration platform to
enable communication between the heterogeneous devices
in the environment. Our smart environments system sup-
ports a set of common services at the middleware layer. The
context server interfaces with sensors, transforms sensor
data to information that is meaningful to applications and
provides applications with a query and event subscription
interfaces. The WorldView tool supports modelling of smart
environments and monitoring. The SYECAAD tool facili-
tates the rapid development of context-aware applications
based on visual programming. We have described a soft-
ware development process and how these tools are embed-
ded into the process, thereby contributing to the systematic
development of smart space applications.
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